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Communications Satellites Made Legal for Export 
To the delight of American satellite makers, communications satellites — which orbit Earth to relay phone calls, link 
ships to shore and broadcast television programs — will become legal for civilian export under legislation that President  
Obama signed into law on Thursday.  

 

One of four Intelsat satellites built by 
 Boeing to distribute video, network  
and voice services.  
 
 

 
Although the United States founded the industry, manufacturers were forced to pull back from international markets 
after a 1999 law categorized the satellites as weapons and restricted their export. At the time, Congress was fearful 
that selling satellites abroad could allow technology secrets to fall into the wrong hands.  
The defense bill that President Obama signed will undo that step and let American companies sell communications 
satellites as civilian technology rather than as deadly arms. Among the beneficiaries will be companies like Boeing, 
Hughes and Space Systems/Loral. “This is a tremendous assist for an industry that is inherently international,” said 
Patricia A. Cooper, president of the Satellite Industry Association, a business group in Washington. “It will ensure our 
place at the forefront of space.”  As a practical matter, communications satellites made their debut in 1964 and quickly 

became stars of the space age. The first craft, (((orbiting at 22,300 miles))), relayed signals to the 
United States from Japan that let American television viewers watch live coverage of the 
1964 Olympic Games in Tokyo.  

INTRODUCTION: To appear 

as a stationary satellite these 
Satellites must have period (T) 
The same as the earth T= 24 hrs 
The centripetal force Fc  to keep 
satellite in orbit = m V
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The required Fc is supplied by 
Gravitational force =G m Me  /R
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And solving for R….. 
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Where G = gravitational 
constant = 6.67 X 10

-11
Nm
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Earth mass =  Me = 6 X 10
24

 kg. 
T = period of earth in seconds. 
0.62 mi .= 1 km 

 

V = 2πR/T 
R= H + Re 

H = ht. above earth 

Re = earth radius = 
6.36 X 10

6
 m 

QUESTIONS: (a) Find the period T(same as the earth) in seconds? 
(b)  Find  R(distance from center of earth to required location of 
Satellite) so satellite will appear stationary over one spot on earth’s 
surface? (c) Find the height (H){in m & mi.} above earth’s surface satellite  
must be placed to appear stationary? (d) At what speed (V)[in km/s & 
mph] must the satellite travel at to appear stationary at height H?  
 
ANSWERS: (a) 86,400 s, (b) 42.31 X 106 m, (c) 35.95 X 106 m , 22,325 mi 
(d) 3.07 km/s   or   6868 mph  
 

http://history.nasa.gov/satcomhistory.html

